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                             Goals 

Define the concept of hope 

Define hope inspiration strategies 

Define nursing role in helping patient maintain 

hope through the cancer experience 

 



                        Outcomes 

Define the concept of hope 

Define hope inspiration strategies 

Define nursing role in helping patient maintain 

hope through the cancer experience 

 



 

 

Research is lacking in on how patients 

define hope and how health 

professionals communicate  hope to 

patients. 



                      Mail survey 

126/218 patients participated 

Diagnosed within 6 weeks to 6 months before 

recruitment, over 18 years of age and without 

known mental illness 

Measured patient preferences for the manner of 

delivery of prognostic information, including 

how doctors might instill hope 



                           Results 

Wanted their doctor to be realistic, provide an 

opportunity for questions, and acknowledge 

them as an individual when discussing prognosis 

Doctor behaviors rated the most hope giving 

included offering the most up to date treatment 

(90%), appearing to know all there is to know 

about the patient’s cancer (87%), and saying 

that the pain will be controlled (87%) 



How can we both tell them the truth 

and give them hope? 

-Being sensitive to what information patients 

are ready to hear and how the information 

is affecting them. 
 

-Emphasizing what can be done 
 



In the presence of life threatening 

illness, hope is an evolving process.  It 

requires a struggle to come to terms 

with multiple losses.  As once realistic 

hopes are let go, new hopes emerge. 

In the words of the poet, Theodore Roethke: 

    “In a dark time, the eye begins to see” 



                 Multiple transitions 

Large transitions:  hearing the news of initial 
diagnosis, a progressing cancer or no further 
antineoplastic treatments are possible 

Small transitions:  losing one’s hair, having a Port-
a-Cath placed, no longer being able to drive, or 
needing help with personal care. 

All transitions share the experience of change 
from one state to another and when the transition 
involves the loss of a previously valued state, that 
loss must be grieved.  Uncertainty leaves the 
patient feeling vulnerable.   
 



Showing care and understanding for 

patients  

Medical education emphasizes fixing problems 

as the way to help patients and this would make 

it counterintuitive to elicit concerns that cannot 

be fixed. 

We can help patients cope with loss and difficult 

emotions by promoting disclosure of concerns 

and responding empathetically to emotions.  

Simply talking about concerns diffuses them and 

this has been shown to improve symptom 

control. 

 



                     What is hope 

 “A mental state characterized by the desire to gain or 

accomplish a goal combined with some degree of 

expectation that what is desired or sought is attainable”. 

Travelbee, J.  Concept: Hope. In: Travelbee, J (ed.). 

Interpersonal Aspects of Nursing, 2nd Ed. Philadelphia: 

FA Davis Co., 1971. 

 “A multidimensional dynamic life force characterized by 

a confident yet uncertain expectation of achieving a 

future good which, to the hoping person, is realistically 

possible and personally significant.” 

Dufault, K.J. & Martocchio, B. (1985). Hope: Its spheres 

and dimensions.  Nursing clinics of north America 20: 

379-391. 



                      What is hope 

Hope is built on the belief that better days or 

moments can come. 

Hope is a belief that the present situation can 

be modified and that there is a way out of 

the difficulties. 

Hope has been defined as a confident but 

uncertain expectation of a future good that 

appears realistically possible and is personally 

significant to the individual. 
 

 

 



              Concept Analysis of Hope 

Positive expectation:  positive outlook with hopes for a 

better tomorrow even with a grim prognosis 

Personal qualities:  inner strength and problem solving 

approach to life and goal oriented 

Spirituality:  belief in a higher power; hope of reunion 

with loved ones and an afterlife; a purpose in the 

remainder of life 

Goals:  setting an attaining short-term goals 

Comfort:  being comfortable and pain free 

Caring:  the behaviors of others include touch, listening, 

humor and honest information 



          Concept analysis of hope 

 Interpersonal relationships:  loving relationships 

with friends, family; honest relationships with 

health care providers 

Control:  some degree of input and choice 

regarding care decisions 

Legacy:  leaving behind something of value to 

others 

Life review:  acknowledgements of past 

achievements and contributions to the lives of 

others 

 



                       Is it helpful? 

Hope is identified as having both a 

curative and a carative factor in nursing 

and as having a therapeutic effect on 

health, of great significance for those with 

cancer.   

Patients were found to be always pursuing 

knowledge and truth between hoping for  

something (a cure) and living in hope 

(reconciliation and comfort with life and 

death). 



                      Is it helpful? 

Hope allows the cancer patient to minimize the 

stresses and despair associated with the 

diagnosis and treatment of cancer.  The cancer 

patient confronts many issues not amenable to 

change requiring coping skills not oriented 

toward problem solving.  Coping with losses due 

to cancer may depend on the patient’s ability 

to maintain hope.  Hope may help the patient 

through adverse events and its presence may 

precede positive coping.  

Hope is the most frequently used coping 

strategy. 



               Hope inspiring strategies 

 
Nurturing hope is offered as a nursing strategy 

designed to allay anxiety, depression, and fear 

in situations where the patient has no direct 

problem solving options. 

Healthcare providers need to listen attentively, 

allow patients to freely express hopelessness, 

provide access to care, show acceptance, and 

demonstrate a willingness to give information. 

 

 

 

 

 



            Hope inspiring strategies 

 Fostering self esteem by emphasizing individual strengths 

 Providing an environment with unconditional 

acceptance, tolerance and understanding 

 Supporting expression of spiritual beliefs and practices 

 Living with others increased hope 

 Being compassionate 

 Patients want to continue familiar routines if possible 

 Active listening-just being there and listening 

Make sure they are comfortable-be their advocate 

 Need to envision future moments of happiness, 

fulfillment, and connection 

 



Hope is connected to future possibilities 

grounded in reality.  If it is not realistic, it is a 

wish. 



In one study, the interviewees stated that is 

was important to have good symptom 

control because when the symptoms 

became more prominent, their hope of 

being cured diminished. 

 

They also paid close attention to lab results 

and every degree of change towards 

normal value deepened their experience of 

hope. 



Living with an incurable illness, there is still 

hope.  The possibility that miracles can still 

occur ensures that hope is never gone. 

 

Having the possibility to decline treatment is 

also a way of maintaining hope if the 

decisions are perceived as meaningful. 

 

Confirmative relationships maintain hope. 



Do persons who hope against all odds need 

to be confronted with the reality of  the 

situation?  Taylor (1989) emphasized that 

unrealistic hopes were abandoned over 

time without professional intervention. 



                            Conclusion 

 Hope is probably one of the most important elements in 

the lives of patients with cancer.  It is recognized as an 

important part of cancer treatment.   

 Hope enables people to cope with difficult and stressful 

situations and suffering.   

 Hope can be simply defined as a feeling of the possible.  

It is not normally present in one’s consciousness, it 

reaches consciousness when one is faced with a crisis. 

 Hope is connected to future possibilities grounded in 

reality. 

 Hope is important to persons with all kinds of cancer and 

in all stages of the disease. 



Words can bring hope and healing 

without the hair loss and nausea… 



Medicine heals bodies, friendship heals 

souls…. 

 

             Everyone deserves hope 
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